A short overview of recent results on the effects of pressure (collisions) regarding the shape of isolated infrared lines of water vapour is presented. The first part of this study considers the basic collisional quantities, which are the pressure-broadening and -shifting coefficients, central parameters of the Lorentzian (and Voigt) profile and thus of any sophisticated line-shape model. Through comparisons of measured values with semi-classical calculations, the influences of the molecular states (both rotational and vibrational) involved and of the temperature are analysed. This shows the relatively unusual behaviour of H 2 O broadening, with evidence of a significant vibrational dependence and the fact that the broadening coefficient (in cm −1 atm −1 ) of some lines increases with temperature. In the second part of this study, line shapes beyond the Voigt model are considered, thus now taking 'velocity effects' into account. These include both the influence of collisionally induced velocity changes that lead to the so-called Dicke narrowing and the influence of the dependence of collisional parameters on the speed of the radiating molecule. Experimental evidence of deviations from the Voigt shape is presented and analysed. The interest of classical molecular dynamics simulations, to model velocity changes, together with semi-classical calculations of the speed-dependent collisional parameters for line-shape predictions from 'first principles', are discussed.
Introduction
Water vapour is a molecule of considerable importance for atmospheric physics through its active role in meteorology and climate; its distribution in the Earth atmosphere has been, for years, the focus of remote-sensing experiments. The latter are often based on recordings of absorption/emission spectra whose 'inversion' yields the atmospheric water vertical profile, and so accurate *Author for correspondence (jean-michel.hartmann@lisa.u-pec.fr).
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This journal is © 2012 The Royal Society spectroscopic line parameters are obviously needed. This has motivated numerous experimental and theoretical laboratory studies in the past 50 years. Many consider the line positions (energy levels) and integrated intensities, which are intrinsic molecular parameters, independent of pressure and thus are not discussed in this study. If one considers densities at which the Doppler broadening is not fully dominant, then the line shapes can be described, to first order, by the widely used Voigt profile. Its parameters, which are the (Lorentz) collisionalbroadening and -shifting parameters, have received considerable attention. Many measurements have been made from the microwave to the visible, providing data for thousands of transitions of pure H 2 O or in mixtures with various collisional partners [1, 2] . Starting from the early Anderson-Tsao-Curnutte model [3, 4] , semi-classical approaches of increased complexity have provided better and better accuracy through the introduction of short-range forces [5, 6] and a fully complex treatment [7] . Note that some of the problems associated with this approach have been recently discussed by Ma et al. [8] . The complex Robert Bonamy (CRB) semi-classical model is, today, the most reliable and tractable approach for the prediction of water-vapour-broadening and -shifting coefficients. As widely demonstrated (see earlier studies [9] [10] [11] and references therein), CRB calculations are accurate and enable, as discussed later, analyses of some unusual behaviours of the H 2 O line widths.
It is well known [12, ch. III] that even for collisionally isolated transitions unaffected by line mixing [12, ch . IV], the Voigt profile is approximate because it disregards two collisional effects. The first is the change of the radiating molecule velocity due to collisions, which leads, through the reduction of the Doppler width, to the so-called Dicke narrowing. The second is the dependence of the pressure-broadening and -shifting coefficients on the radiator (absolute) speed, which generally induces a narrowing and asymmetry of the lines. Such effects, pointed out for H 2 O transitions more than 20 years ago [13] , have been the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical studies ( [14] [15] [16] and references therein). A large variety of more or less sophisticated approaches have been proposed [12, ch . III] but, as discussed later, most of those applied to water vapour lines are crude and rely on the adjustment of ad hoc parameters on measured spectra.
The remainder of this study is divided into three sections. The first recalls some results obtained in the past decade from experiments and theory for the (usual) Lorentz-broadening and -shifting coefficients. The next section discusses non-Voigt effects and presents some very recent results obtained for pure H 2 O with a model that seems promising. Concluding remarks and directions for future studies are discussed in §4.
Lorentz-broadening (and -shifting) parameters
For most 'usual' molecules of atmospheric interest (CO, CO 2 , CH 4 , O 3 , O 2 , etc.), measurements (and calculations) demonstrate that the broadening coefficients g by air have the following three characteristics [17] : (i) room temperature values show moderate variations with rotational quantum numbers and decrease by a factor of typically two from transitions involving low-to-high rotational energies (J values for a linear rotor), (ii) there is no evidence for any significant influence of the vibrational state, and (iii) the temperature dependence is accurately modelled though the widely used power law
with n values typically between 0.6 and 0.8 (for g in cm −1 atm −1 ). From these perspectives, H 2 O lines show 'unusual' behaviours, similar to light rotors (e.g. HCl, HF) with largely spaced rotational levels. This fact is demonstrated by both experiments and semi-classical calculations.
-The broadening may strongly decrease with increasing rotational energies of the upper and lower states of the optical transition, and the decrease is greater when the rotational constant is high (i.e. large energies are reached for low J values). This is demonstrated in Gamache et al. [9] , for instance, and shown in figure 1 for the lines with K c = J (K a = 0 or 1). In this case, the quick increase with J of the energies involved in the collision-induced rotational jumps (i.e. changes of the rotational state) make collisions less and less efficient in broadening the line. As a result of this increasing nonresonance, g varies by a factor of nearly 20 from J ≈ 2 to J ≈ 18. This behaviour is quite well modelled ( [9] and figure 1), with the CRB model using an unadjusted intermolecular potential. A better agreement between theory and experiments could be obtained by using an adjusted effective potential [10] . -Since high J lines with K c = J show a very weak broadening owing to collision-induced rotational changes, they are favourable transitions for the detection of the influence of the vibrational dependence of the potential because, as analysed by Gamache et al. [9] , this effect is masked for the non-resonant large collision-induced rotational changes, one expects them to show unusual temperature dependencies. In fact, the increase of T makes their broadening easier, owing to the increase of the kinetic energy leading to a 'resonance overtaking' [18] . As a result, g may increase with temperature so that the exponent n in equation (2.1) can be negative. This is confirmed by the measurements and calculations in figure 3 . Starting from low J values for which n is close to the limit of five out of six, corresponding to purely resonant rotational jumps induced by the (dominant) dipole-quadrupole interaction, n decreases quickly with J (and becomes negative) as collisions become more and more non-resonant, and the relative contribution of close collisions increases.
The results presented earlier and in published studies [9] [10] [11] demonstrate that the CRB semi-classical approach provides reliable predictions of the pressure broadening (but also of the pressure shifting) of self-and N 2 -broadened water vapour lines. Note that the Lorentz width at room temperature and the temperature dependence are accurately calculated. This is of importance for lineshape studies ( §3) that require knowledge of the speed dependence of collisional parameters. Indeed, because the temperature dependence is accurately predicted ( figure 3 ) and translates the effects of the (mean) relative speed, one expects that reliable values versus the absolute speed of the radiating molecule are predicted by CRB calculations.
The limits of the Voigt profile and 'velocity effects'
As demonstrated for many molecular systems [12, ch. III] including H 2 O ( [14, 15] and references therein), the Voigt (and Lorentz) profile is inappropriate. Except at very low pressures, for which the Gaussian Doppler shape is observed, fits of measured spectra with this line shape show residuals that-although small (a few %)-are now detected, owing to the high signal-to-noise ratio of modern laboratory and atmospheric measurements. When the absorption coefficient is adjusted, the associated measured − calculated differences (residuals) show a W-shaped signature characteristic of a narrowing ( figure 4 ). This is due to the neglect of the changes of the radiator velocity induced by collisions and the dependencies of the collisional width and shift on the radiator speed. Consider a collisionally isolated line (no line mixing) due to dipolar absorption and denote d(v, t), the autocorrelation of the dipole matrix element for the considered transition and the molecules having a velocity v. The normalized shape I (u) at angular frequency u (u = 2pcs, s being the wavenumber) for a line of unperturbed position u 0 is then obtained from the integration over all velocities and a Laplace transform, i.e.
where Re{. . .} denotes the real part. If one assumes no correlation between the changes of the radiator velocity and of its internal state, then the time evolution of d(v, t) is given by [12, 19, 20] Similarly, purely Dicke-narrowed profiles are derived when the speed dependence is neglected, but velocity changes are taken into account. Within this frame, extreme cases correspond to soft (respectively, hard) collisions, which very slowly change the velocity (respectively, each collision completely thermalizes the velocity). These limit situations, occurring, respectively, for (very) large and small values of the radiator-perturber mass ratio, lead to the widely used Galatry [21] [14, 15] . To the best of our knowledge, except for Tran et al. [16] , all analyses of non-Voigt profiles for H 2 O lines have been made using empirical models with parameters adjusted on measured spectra. For instance, up to six parameters monitor the correlated speed-dependent Nelkin-Ghatak profile used in Lisak et al. [14] . Such approaches have the advantage, provided that a sufficient number of parameters are fitted, of enabling agreement with measurements within less than 0.1 per cent and within the very small noise level of laser experiments ( [14, 15] and figure 4). Nevertheless, important problems remain. The first problem is that, in some cases illustrated in the bottom two panels of figure 4 (and figs 2, 4 and 6 of Lisak et al. [14] ), two very different models may lead to similar agreements with measurements, thus preventing any reliable conclusion on the true mechanisms involved. The second, connected with the first, is that strong correlations between the adjusted parameters often occur, which limit the complexity of the model and which can be used unless some parameters are fixed to a priori values. Hence, except in some rare cases where one process is fully dominant, ambiguities generally remain, as confirmed by the following two figures. Figure 4 , which displays pure H 2 O spectra for the 6 0,6 ← 5 0,5 line of the 2n 1 + n 2 + n 3 band recently recorded [23] with the apparatus of Ibrahim et al. [24] , shows the Rautian and SDV (using Rohart et al. [25] :
) profiles both leading to very good fits, although these two models account for completely different processes. Furthermore, the adjusted parameters (figure 5) all show linear dependencies on pressure, so that no conclusion can be drawn on what really happens (likely a mixture of velocity changes and speed-dependent effects). In view of the problems inherent to the use of empirical models, we propose a different approach in which many parameters are fixed according to independent theoretical predictions. Indeed, using available accurate intermolecular potentials, one can calculate both velocity changes and the speed of collisional parameters as described in the following.
-Using the CRB approach of earlier studies [7, 11] , the broadening and shifting coefficients can be computed versus the relative (radiatorperturber) speed, v r . The results in §2 and numerous papers by Gamache et al. make us confident in the accuracy of such predictions. From these, the dependencies on the absolute radiator speed v are straightforwardly obtained by Maxwell-Boltzmann averages over the perturber velocity v p through [30] and Fokin & Kalashnikov [31] , respectively, whereas the line gives direct results of molecular dynamics simulations with the intermolecular potential of Mas et al. [29] .
with sh being the hyperbolic sine, which provides the quantities G c (v) and D c (v) in equation (3.2).
-The velocity changes can be computed from classical molecular dynamics simulations (CMDS). The latter provide the time evolutions of the centre of mass positions and velocities (as well as molecular orientations and rotational angular momenta) of a large number of molecules starting from a pair-wise intermolecular potential. From these, the collision kernels can be directly deduced or modelled through an analytical law whose parameters are fitted to the proper velocity autocorrelation functions ( [26, 27] and references therein). Here, we use the Keilson & Storer (KS) [28] collision kernel (with the two parameters n VC and a),
As in Tran et al. [26] , we compute-from CMDS and the potential of Mas et al. [29] -the autocorrelation functions of the velocity v(0) × v(t) and energy
Both functions decay exponentially, with time constants t v and t v 2 related to the parameters n VC and a of equation (3.5) , whose values for pure H 2 O at 296 K (n VC = 0.053 cm −1 atm −1 and a = 0.16) were thus determined. Note that t v is related to the mass diffusion coefficient, D = t v k B T /m, and the results in figure 6 demonstrate the quality of the present predictions, giving us confidence in our description of velocity changes. It is interesting to compare the data calculated as explained earlier with those, displayed in figure 5 , retrieved from the fits. For velocity changes, the slope of the Rautian profile narrowing parameter is about 0.044 cm −1 atm −1 , close to CMDS predictions. The difference is likely due to the assumption of hard collisions (which correspond to a = 0 in the KS model) and to the neglect, by the Rautian profile, of the speed dependence (approximation compensated by the ad hoc value of n VC ). Now considering the speed dependence of G, the CRB predictions can be compared with the quadratic law (G 0 and G 2 in figure 5 ) used in fits of figure 4 . This is performed in figure 7 showing that these two approaches lead to a good agreement with the average broadening, but to different dependencies on the H 2 O speed. Again, these differences are likely due to the fact that the SDVP fits neglect velocity changes, an approximation compensated through an ad hoc quadratic dependence.
Note that, in equation (3.2), velocity and internal state (rotation) changes appear as additive (uncorrelated) contributions that correspond to assuming that they occur in different collisions. In other words, a collision changes either the centre of mass velocity or the rotational angular momentum, but not both-a likely crude assumption. A simple correction was proposed by Rautian & Sobel'man [20] , applied to H 2 O spectra in Lisak et al. [14] , which consists of replacing n VC by n VC − h(G c − iD c ). We believe that CMDS can provide information on such correlations, and this possibility is currently under investigation. In the mean time, we decided to adjust h (about 0.3, independent of pressure for pure H 2 O at room temperature) in order to 'visually' obtain a satisfactory agreement with the measurements in figure 4 . Note that h is the only fitted parameter, all the others in equations (3.2)-(3.5) are fixed to CMDS and CRB predictions.
For comparisons of predictions with measurements, we use the procedure from Tran et al. [16] ; i.e. for each pressure, we first compute the spectral shape using equations (3.1)-(3.3) and solve equation (3.2) numerically, as described by Tran & Hartmann [32] . Fitting this calculated spectrum using a Voigt shape provides the broadening coefficient and the fit residuals, two quantities that can be compared with those obtained from similar fits of the corresponding measured spectrum. This enables a meaningful test of the model that is much easier to implement than a least-squares fit of predictions to measured spectra. The results of this exercise, which need further investigation because they were obtained only a week before the 'Water in the gas phase' Theo Murphy meeting, are promising for two reasons. The first is that the broadening coefficients extracted from the Voigt fits of measured and calculated spectra agree within a couple of percent, a result expected from the quality of CRB calculations. The second is that figure 8 shows that fit residuals similar in magnitude and shape are obtained.
Conclusion
This study indicates that the use of information from theoretical calculations based on the intermolecular potential is an interesting alternative to empirical approaches in order to model H 2 O line shapes beyond the Voigt profile. In fact, state-of-the-art semi-classical calculations provide a reliable description of the speed dependencies of the collisional-broadening and -shifting coefficients, whereas molecular dynamics simulations give information on the collision-induced changes of the velocity. Thus, all ingredients required for a description of speeddependent, Dicke-narrowed line shapes can be obtained for modelling that are free of a priori assumptions and empirical parameters. Furthermore, such an approach enables a detailed analysis of the relative contributions of the various mechanisms. The results of this study-very preliminary since they were obtained just before the meeting-confirm previous ones [16] , but require further investigation. These include studies for broad and narrow lines (low and high J ) of H 2 O with various perturbers (from very light to very heavy) at various temperatures and in a wide pressure range. Simultaneously, the correlation between velocity and rotational state changes due to collisions requires further investigation based on molecular dynamics simulations.
